
,  
 
 

Report of the Vice President Internal  

 

Items:  

● Finalized list of Departments with executives that have missed either equity 
training ot departmental orientation; some departments still missing budgets 
 

● Meeting one on one with many departments and executives to go over exemptions 
etc, please please if you know this applies to you or anyone in your department 
have them come see me on friday  
 

● Equity make up training being planned for the 24th or sometime that week 
pending room availabilities.  
 

● been meeting with many of you one on one, thank you for coming to my office 
hours! I am slowly but surely getting through all the requests 
 

● Tabling requests and requests for the lounge are starting to pile up, if your 
department wants to book spaces they have priority just as a reminder, and our 
calendar on the website is not working the way it should so you have to go into 
the separate window to see the full schedule! 
  

● Events permits I am filling out still s/q underway 
 

● A lot of outside AUS groups have been emailing me about getting spaces and its 
hard to keep track of which ones have departmental affiliation or not, please have 
them email through your department instead -- I unfortunately have to turn these 
down as it would violate our MOA.  
 

● Overall a lot of attendance during my office hours, and hours and hours of s/q 
work - Been taking a few days off last week and this week If i seem unresponsive 
it's because I have just finished 4 midterms and have 1 more to go!  
 

AUSEC  
● Collecting contracts, looking to see if these positions can be stipended/where that 

might come from.  
 



FEARC: 
● going over current applications, scheduling interview times. 
● Uploading the application online and resending out for the VP academic and 

President VP external positions 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 Kevin Zhou 
 


